
A King Arisen
2011. Thousands of  people gather in Cairo’s Tahrir Square to protest President Mubarak’s abuses of  power. On Tuesday, 25 January, protestors clashed with police and forced them from the 
area. Riots continued on Wednesday, but ebbed on Thursday. At the edge of  Tahrir Square sits the Museum of  Egyptian Antiquities, (also called the Museum of  Cairo) a large, two-story build-
ing that houses a unique collection of  over 1200 ancient Egyptian artifacts. The investigators are all employees of  the museum: the Egyptian chief  of  security, an Egyptian assistance curator, 
a Libyan post-doc from Cairo University, and a visiting Yemeni scholar from Thamar University. The scenario concerns their reactions to the protestors, the ensuing riot, a gang of  looters, a 
thief, and an awakened horror.

stArting the scenArio
Tahrir Square has seen many demonstrations over the years, but the recent demonstrations are larger than any before. Still, the museum tries to maintain its regular operations, despite the yelling 
crowd outside its doors. Friday morning, the Minister of  Antiquities, Zahi Hawass, addresses his staff  and reminds them of  the importance of  the museum’s mission: to further the research 
of  Egyptian mysteries, and the priceless nature of  its antiquities. Floorplans of  the Museum of  Cairo can easily be found online. Ask your players where they spend their day. Decide which 
rooms are the administrative rooms, the security guards’ office, the reading room, the manuscript room, and the Thutmose room.

During the day, several people visit the museum. Security guards screen those coming in – no weapons, cameras, or food – and try to separate tourist and scholar from protestor and poten-
tial troublemaker. Mahdi Gamil, dressed in a jacket and tie, easily gets through the gated entrance and heads to the manuscript room, where a staff  member will loan him a copy of  the Rituals 
of  Yhe, which the museum has had since 1903 (Thutmose’s tomb, KV 38, was discovered in 1899). Gamil retreats to the reading room, sits in a corner and continues translating the text. He has 
been doing this for several days. A lucky investigator, Luck roll, might encounter Gamil at some point, either entering the library, visiting the manuscript room, or working in the reading room. 
Play up the tension of  the crowd outside.

Fire in the streets
Friday evening, protestors set the nearby National Democratic Party’s headquarters on fire, and the building burns uncontrollably. Hawass calls and orders the museum closed, but tells the staff  
and their associates to stay on hand and protect the building overnight. Several scholars refuse to leave. Some are permitted to stay and help (the investigators), but others are expelled (Gamil 
included). As night falls, the blazing NDP building lights up the square. Looters use the confusion to their advantage and break into several buildings, including the Museum. The investigators 
can do their best to expel looters, using Fighting (brawl) rolls, and perhaps even Firearms (rifles), using rubber bullets to drive the looters back. Social rolls, Persuade and Intimidate, can 
work, but the evening’s chaos might add a penalty die to social interactions.

Looters break through the skylights and descend on some of  the more valuable museum rooms. Several ground floor windows are smashed, allowing looters access to other rooms. Gamil 
slips in unnoticed and heads to the manuscript room, where he steals the Rituals of  Yhe. Returning to his room on the top floor of  the Nile Hilton, Gamil starts to cast the various rituals he has 
translated. The first grants him immortality so that he ceases to age, another invulnerability (physical damage is utterly mitigated), but his ultimate goal is to read the 31st ritual, “The Key that 
Openeth the Door to Yhe,” which will summon the Old One Ythogtha.

A chAse through cAiro
As a consequence of  reading the rituals, one of  the mummies in the Thutmose room awakens (KRB p. 333). This is Kef-Heres, interred in part one of  the “Yhe 

Rituals: The Burial of  a King.” Summoned from centuries of  undead sleep, the creature is driven by an insatiable desire to protect and possess the rituals for 
itself. It walks from the Thutmose room to the manuscript room, notices the empty case that formerly held the Rituals of  Yhe, and goes out into the rioting 

crowd to find them. The investigators might pursue for any number of  reasons: realizing that the tome is gone, witnessing the mummy escape, etc. The 
mummy isn’t automatically drawn to the texts, but will notice the swirling, orange clouds centered on the top of  the Nile Hilton. It moves through 

the crowd easily, killing those in its path. Can the investigators stop the mummy, foil the sorcerer Gamil, and retrieve the stolen Mythos tome?
Perhaps. The mummy is immune from bullets and physical blows but susceptible to fire. Both the visiting Yemeni scholar and the Libyan 

post-doc may remember that there is an Arabic translation of  the text on the museum’s reading room’s shelves; it contains a spell that will 
close the gate, once it is open. The investigators will have to prevent the mummy from killing Gamil – if  the mummy succeeds it starts reading 

the final ritual! – wait for Gamil to finish the 31st ritual and summon Ythogtha (SAN 1d10/1d100), and then read the ritual to close the 
gate and return Ythogtha to its plane. An especially mean keeper might require an opposed POW roll against the summoner’s POW.

For the Keeper
Mahdi Gamil: DEX 60 POW 80 CON 55; hp: 12, mp: 16, Archaeology 30%, Fighting (Brawl) 50%, Hieroglyphics 60%, English 
45%

Useful map links: 
Tahrir Square: https://tinyurl.com/y9u87zyu 
Egyptian Museum Floor Plans: https://tinyurl.com/y9y43sqw 
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